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1.

Renewal

JUST LOOK
AT THE STATE
WE’RE IN

The latest crisis engulfing British politics is a metaphor for our fragile times. Britain’s stagnant political leadership is another morbid symptomof the
21st–century Gramscian interregnum,
about which we have written before.
The class of 2017 is not fit to govern.

Citizens are left with little option but to
absorb and share the pain that comes
with the demise of politics as we know it.
The people are innocent participants in
a stagnant economy and democracy that
no longer serves them fairly. Rising levels
of socio–economic inequality; hospitals
and housing in crisis; crumbling infrastructure; an eviscerated public sector;
a bloated and unrepresentative parliament; tech behemoths undermining democratic institutions and socialising hate,
while masquerading as innocent “platforms”; feral media; experts under attack;
and leaders simply not good for purpose

A mortally–wounded Prime Minister,
woefully lacking vision and courage,
languishes on permanent life–support
– “just about managing”, placing political
self–interest ahead of the public good.
No sense of duty or collective responsibility, nor accountability to a flourishing
polis. No leadership.
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We need coalitions and social movements, based on new models
of trustworthiness and accountability, ceding control and embracing dissent.
A new, positive discourse is required.
– increasingly exposed for their feeble
actions, as well as their shallow words.

your pick but, to quote author and Jericho
colleague Margaret Heffernan, let’s all Just
Do Something. Purpose means nothing
unless you actually do something.

This is not an attack on a bankrupt Conservative government. The opposition
parties would likely prove no better. Their
own promises of “renewal” are equally
hollow – lacking in imagination and fresh
thinking: a return to a failed 20th–century
settlement; mostly pale, male and stale
leaders – tired dogma and dogmatists
dressed up in pseudo–Glastonbury garb.
None of us should be seduced by an alternative form of incrementalism. It is
dangerous to conflate “opposition” with
“progress”. For Britain, Venezuela cannot
be the answer.

We must not give up on hope. Brave thinking – imaginative leaps – are required
to rescue us from failed incrementalism:
from defining the real responsibilities
of the new global monopolies, to a fundamental overhaul of the constitution
and its consequences. Participation and
equal voice should be celebrated on unprecedented levels – in the workplace as
well as the voting booths. This is why we
have argued elsewhere for coalitions and
social movements, based on new models
of trustworthiness and accountability, ceding control and embracing dissent. Tribalism is the enemy of an open society. A
new, positive discourse is required.

The failures are systemic, not party–political – (at least) half–a–century in the
making: an inadequate response to the
post–industrial age and the decreasing
relevance of national and global institutions, mapped onto a world of technology and networks. Many of us have been
complicit in the manufacture of this decline: those of us in leadership positions, in
both politics and business, held the keys
to the candy shop, while looters gorged
themselves inside. Too often, we were
wilfully blind. There is surely a better way.

The late philosopher Tony Judt questioned whether we live in a post–ideological
or post–ethical age. “We have lost touch”,
Judt wrote, “with the old questions that have
defined politics since the Greeks. Is it good? Is it
just? Is it fair? Is it right? Will it help bring about
a better society? A better world? The social contract that defined post–war life in Europe and
America – the guarantee of security, stability
and fairness – is no longer assured; in fact, it’s
no longer part of the collective conversation”.

Where do we start? What do we do? Take
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Jericho was created four years ago as part think–tank, part
consultancy, with a social purpose at its heart – to work
together for the common good and a better society. We
wanted to re–start the collective conversation and to work
with clients, through business, on the big societal issues, to
address fairness and equality, as well as stability and security. A new social compact is desperately needed between
business, politics and society and imaginative leaps are required to take us there. This runs to the heart of Jericho’s
recent programmes on responsible tax and the human future of work; transport, housing and the built environment;
a vibrant digital economy and more. We know we are not
alone in our appetite for change.
This latest collection of essays from a number of Jericho
partners offers answers to some of the challenges we face:
from the lack of empathy within Artificial Intelligence to the
evils of corporate benchmarking; from wholesale reform
of media, to the need for a positive, globalised mindset.
Some focus on business, others on politics. But all are
rooted in a shared sense of purpose and a commitment to
the common good. The essays are intended to provide, if
nothing else, an enjoyable read while we endure the darkenedstate we’re in.

Robert Phillips
NOVEMBER 2017
ROBERT PHILLIPS IS THE CO–FOUNDER OF JERICHO
CHAMBERS. HE IS THE AUTHOR OF TRUST ME,
PR IS DEAD AND A VISITING PROFESSOR AT CASS
BUSINESS SCHOOL, UNIVERSITY OF LONDON.
ROBERT’S CLIENT ADVISORY WORK FOCUSES
ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
COMMUNICATIONS, LEADERSHIP AND TRUST.

ROBERT.PHILLIPS@JERICHOCHAMBERS.COM
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2.

ESCAPING
SELFIE MODE

Catherine Fieschi
CATHERINE FIESCHI IS A PARTNER AT JERICHO CHAMBERS AND
DIRECTOR OF CULTURAL AND SOCIAL RISK CONSULTANCY,
COUNTERPOINT GLOBAL. SHE IS A SENIOR RESEARCH
FELLOW AT UCL’S INSTITUTE FOR GLOBAL PROSPERITY,
WHERE SHE HEADS THE POLITICS OF DISRUPTION RESEARCH
NETWORK.
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Populist politics have no redeeming qualities or silver
linings in my eyes. Frankly, I see them as an unadulterated catastrophe – whether they hail from the left
or from the right. But they do force us to think about
grievances in a different way. Not in the way that they
suggest of course, by building walls or tearing down
reputations. But when things have become so stuck
that Brexit, or Trump, or Fox News hold some kind of
promise for voters and citizens, then we need to ask
ourselves what kind of thinking we need to do to slice
through this political Gordian knot.
In all of my research on populism – 25 years’ worth, but
who’s counting… – one of the things that has become
ever more clear is that populist politics has made great
strides by building a Coalition of the Irrelevant. If you
scan across Europe and the US (we’ll leave Latin America out of this for now), you can see that populist leaders’
greatest asset has been their capacity to mobilise, not
the losers or the “deplorables”, but rather, those who
feel irrelevant – no matter what their income or wealth.
This is separate from those who feel deprived (although of course it can include them). Understanding where that sense of irrelevance comes from is important:
it is not just about being locked out of certain goods
(holidays, education, consumer goods, housing); it’s
not (primarily) about consumption. Rather, it is about
production: people’s sentiment that what they have to
put into society, or more narrowly into the economy, is
irrelevant – no matter how hard won, no matter how
important to them. That their tastes are sub–par, their
skills immaterial, their views marginal. It’s not just what
people haven’t got that’s the problem – it’s how what
they do have, is received or, more to the point, rebuffed.
There is a huge paradox in this: it has never been easier to express views and opinions far and wide, to
mobilise or make oneself (apparently) relevant out of
nowhere. But tragedy trumps paradox if voices are not
heard, promises of power are not fulfilled, and all this
enhanced potential to make a significant contribution
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turns out to be smoke and mirrors.

Only in relationships can you feel relevant.

The usual answers are about giving (more,
real, regular) access: democratic access
through digital; access to education; access to housing; networks; transport, and
health. These initiatives are laudable and
they are important. But they’re only half
the solution. The other half is about focusing on what people put in, on supporting them into productive lives.

This means that the second imaginative
leap is about the sort of relationships
politics and economics need to promote. It is about designing bridges between
business and politics, education and business, public services and private firms
that are designed specifically to create an
opportunity for relationships that lead to
productive lives and a sense of relevance.
Bridges across firms, or sectors or government departments have been attempted
before – but they have seldom been put
in place for the sheer sake of perspective.
They have been put in place to increase
efficiency, to cut costs, to improve results or meet targets. Or even in order to
increase the diversity of viewpoints. But
rarely are they developed merely for the
sake of it. In fact, one sure–fire way of dismissing such bridging, such exchanges,
is to label it “a feel good exercise”. Well,
let’s hear it for the feel–good exercises: a
positive imaginative leap would develop
these, allowing people to glimpse their
relevance to each other.

So how do we lead a productive life and
help others to do so? What does it mean
in a world in which productive lives will
increasingly be divorced from employment? A world in which a sense of purpose is both central to our conception of
the good life, as well as increasingly the
preserve of the privileged.
We need two imaginative leaps here.
The first is to get out of “selfie mode”.
Productive lives emerge and get lived
when we reflect on our relevance to
others. Who am I relevant to? Why and
how? What do I bring to their picture?
This creates relationships in which
everyone develops a sense of relevance.

CATHERINE.FIESCHI@JERICHOCHAMBERS.COM
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3.

AI
WITH
EMPATHY

Theresa Regli
THERESA REGLI IS A PARTNER AT JERICHO CHAMBERS AND
CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER FOR KLARISIP. SHE HAS ADVISED
HUNDREDS OF BUSINESSES ON DATA DESIGN AND CONTENT
TECHNOLOGY AND IS AUTHOR OF THE DEFINITIVE BOOK ON
MANAGING DIGITAL MARKETING & MEDIA ASSETS DIGITAL
& MARKETING ASSET MANAGEMENT: THE REAL STORY OF DAM
TECHNOLOGY AND PRACTICE.
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Recently I had a friend lose his 42–year–old wife to breast cancer. The entire painful ordeal was played out on
Facebook: they both talked about her treatments, her
ups and downs, her eventual tragic decline. Thousands
of comments were made on the postings over the
course of 2016, the year she passed away, At year’s end, Facebook created a retrospective video of
all the media and posts, and played it all back to my
friend, assuming (due to an algorithm that relied
purely on numbers) that he wanted to relive it all. This,
in spite of the fact that my friend had memorialised
his wife’s page, and sent Facebook her death
certificate. “All that information I gave them,” he lamented, “and they handled it in a tone–deaf manner.
Facebook has no tact.” Last week I gave a keynote on
this topic in Denmark and after telling the Facebook
story, the phrase came serendipitously out of my mouth:
“That’s not artificial intelligence, it’s artificial stupidity.”
Software is very good at managing, finding, and distributing information, but so far it is still lacking humanity. This, primarily, is why so many people lack trust in
technology: it does not understand or react properly
to how we feel. Current consumer and enterprise technology does not respond differently based on our
tone of voice, it cannot identify when we are exasperated, or happy. Technology lacks empathy. As we think
about how technology and humans can work together
more symbiotically, as we look towards a future where
we want both our work and personal lives to retain what
makes them worth living – technology will need to better
understand, respond to, and adapt to human feelings.
Software makes decisions on what to do based on lines
of code and data inputs. Often the decisions are based
on quantity, rather than quality or discernment – which
is why Facebook thinks it’s a good idea to play back the
drama of someone’s death. High quantity of reactions =
important, with no consideration of happy vs. sad. But
if Facebook had considered the actual language expressed, the “sad” icons clicked, an algorithm could have quite easily ascertained that this was not a happy occasion.
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Software is very good at managing, finding, and distributing
information, but so far it is still lacking humanity.

We are only just starting to model human
sentiment and incorporate it into data
structures that software can actually use.
This is being driven by technologists and
business people alike who slowly realise
they can use customer sentiment to offer
better emotional experiences. This imaginative leap is not just about traditional
online content publishing and marketing,
which uses customer data to target content. This is about using technology to
layer our communications based on human reactions and empathy, as if it were
a human–to–human relationship.

of content targeting and reuse that are
tuned into people’s emotions.
Empathy is what our data lacks – currently we are fed content based on
demographics and what employers or
marketers think will work, rather than real
reactions and feelings. However we have
never had more opportunities to give,
and better use, human feedback. We
are becoming quite skilled at gathering
human sentiment, but most companies,
like Facebook, react to the intelligence in
a tone deaf manner. To bridge the gap,
we need to properly analyse reactions as
much as the data itself, feed it back into
the software, and then re–use optimally. Essentially we need to teach software
to understand and react based on data
about emotions. This will make technology, and our future, far more human.

To truly improve how we interact with
technology, we need to rely on both people and artificial intelligence (AI) to better interpret response, and then in turn
embed empathy–oriented metadata into
digital assets (pictures, video). This will
enable more targeted and specific forms

THERESA.REGLI@JERICHOCHAMBERS.COM
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ESCAPE
THE TYRANNY
OF BENCHMARKING

If you want to build
a ship, don’t drum up
people to collect wood
and don’t assign them
tasks and work, but
rather teach them to long
for the endless immensity
of the sea.
Antoine de saint exupéry

Alaric Mostyn
ALARIC MOSTYN IS A PARTNER AT JERICHO
CHAMBERS AND FOUNDER OF CONSULTANCY
STONECOURT, HELPING LEADERSHIP TEAMS
MAKE CHANGES FOR THE BETTER.
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The lure of benchmarking
It happened again to me last week. I watch a group of leaders talk about how
best to take the next big and imaginative
steps forward. One of them says: “XXXX
[well–known management consultancy] have said they will do a benchmarking study to see how others are doing,
compared to where we are, to kick off
our thinking.” This means A) putting off
doing their own thinking for months as
they all get interviewed by the consultants and wait for their report, B) their starting point in taking a ‘big step forward’ is
to look backwards at what competitors
are doing, and C) stopping their own
pro–active thinking. For thirty years I have
seen too many organisations be cajoled
into this, nearly always leading (at best)
to incremental changes within the same
linear–thinking paradigm. There are better approaches.
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The outcome of everyone chasing benchmarks?
All businesses become increasingly alike.

How did thinking get outsourced?
The consulting industry has built itself
– in many ways – on persuading clients
that their best hope of performing better is to benchmark against the best, and
then just adjust what they do to match
it. It can seem as if their whole business
model is built on selling benchmarking,
and the solutions that roll off that. And it
is highly profitable for them, since it means
selling similar solutions, based on similar
data, and in similar ways, to everyone, delivered through well–trained juniors.

be a lower–cost provider of standardised
services.
With these disadvantages, why do businesses get so hooked by Benchmarking?
Firstly, it is finance–driven as the pressure for incrementally bigger margins becomes the primary reason behind every
aspect of how the organisation is set up.
Instead of financial returns being the right outcome of the right purpose, vision,
focus and spirit for an organisation, it
becomes the driver. Secondly, it is safer:
nobody gets criticised for making plans
based on benchmark data.

The outcome of everyone chasing benchmarks? All businesses become increasingly alike. All businesses are trying to base
what they do in the next five years, on
what has worked in the past five. It means
giving too much weight to the progress
of competitors, rather than listening
more to customers, employees and society. It means your progress is not about
anything that is special and distinctive.
And the ultimate logic of any function or
business unit who chases benchmarks is
to get outsourced – as there will always

Of course, learning from others, gathering evidence and keeping an eye on
the market and wider world is essential.
Benchmarking is useful for important
transactional issues: how does customer
response time via our call centre compare to other banks? How much do Executive PAs get paid in the FMCG sector?
These routes to continual improvement
are why benchmarking was invented.
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We have so many stronger sources of ideas
It is time for us time to loosen these shackles and allow our organisations to think – dream – about how far they can go, and in
what direction. This is unlikely to happen inspired by benchmarks and instructions to match them.
We must do this because the future will not be like the past – it
will be unpredictable and turbulent. In a survey, 79% executives
agreed: ‘what got you here won’t get you there’. We will win by
being innovative for customers, staying agile and open–minded.
The best source of ideas and vision is from employees and customers. A new study shows that the degree of innovation in an
organisation is closely tied to how many (and how often) employees are fully involved in this process, (and how diverse they
are).
The best way to deepen commitment and loyalty among customers and employees is to do something different and with
its own meaning. Those leaps forward that can change markets and the wider world for the better. Something that leaders
and everyone really believe in. Not just like everyone else. And
in the long–run it will be more sustainably successful.

ALARIC.MOSTYN@JERICHOCHAMBERS.COM
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5.

TIME FOR
THE BIG TECH
COMPANIES
TO GROW UP

Matthew Gwyther
MATTHEW GWYTHER IS A PARTNER AT
JERICHO CHAMBERS AND AN AWARD–
WINNING JOURNALIST.
HE WAS EDITOR OF MANAGEMENT TODAY FOR
17 YEARS, AND CURRENTLY PRESENTS
IN BUSINESS ON RADIO 4.
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It seems like only yesterday that every business best–
seller was a crooning paen about the Tech Giants. What
Would Google Do? by Jeff Jarvis from 2009 argued that
the Californian T–shirted guys and girls at Google were
so smart they had the answer to everything on the planet. Nothing was beyond their capability to take on and
improve. How times have changed. Those super–smart
giants have been shown to have feet of clay. They have
caused more problems than they have solved.
Barely a week now goes by without the appearance
of a book attacking the Tech Giants. The Brave New
World turned out to be full of dodgy apples. We’ve
had lounge lizard Andrew Keen moaning away at TED,
Jamie Bartlett warning about the dangers of “crypto–
anarchists” and Evgeny Morozov’s The Net Delusion. There was William Storr’s Selfie which says that social media
has simply made us all – kids especially – more selfish,
narcissistic and lonely. This week’s offering is Franklin
Foer’s A World Without Mind. Here is a taster of his anti–
tech broadside against Facebook which he says is no
60s dreamy, hippy exercise in bringing the world closer:
“In reality, Facebook is a tangle of rules and procedures
for sorting information, rules devised by the corporation
for the ultimate benefit of the corporation. Facebook is
always surveilling users, always auditing them, using
them as lab rats in its behavioural experiments. While it
creates the impression that it offers choice, in truth Facebook paternalistically nudges users in the direction it
deems best for them, which also happens to be the direction that gets them thoroughly addicted.”
As one might expect, the legacy newspapers are hostile
to Big Tech. Their news is costly and real, Big Tech’s is
frequently fake. (It takes both brains, integrity and money to come up with “Freddie Starr Ate My Hamster!”) But
it took them a while to wake up and start attacking. They
were slow to grasp the fact that tech has eaten their lunch by stealing all their advertising pounds and dollars,
leaving many papers who cannot seek refuge behind a
paywall facing ruin. Any day now we’re likely to hear that
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Big Tech companies are like the newly powerful TV companies of the
1950s − not innovators, but attention merchants. They must acknowledge
the affects of their activities, and take responsibility for them.

another UK industry consolidation has
taken place as The Mirror buys the sorry,
moronic mess that is porn king Richard
Desmond’s Express Newspapers.

There is growing unease that the tech
giants now actually innovate very little
and, indeed, stifle innovation when they
see it as they seek to protect their turf.
They are like the newly powerful TV companies of the 1950s – not innovators but
attention merchants, selling and controlling eyeballs. Why is it, for example, that
newspapers or magazines, if they ran ads
from known criminals, would be locked
up – but search engines get away with it?

Over at The Independent Google has
ripped them apart so badly they’ve taken investment from the Saudis and are
now publishing pieces suggesting Harvey
Weinstein and his behaviour would be
less likely to occur in a proper Islamic social set–up.

Simon Jenkins in The Guardian recently
gave Zuckerberg and Google both barrels last week, chiding himself for ever
thinking they had the answer to all our
woes.

Rupert Murdoch’s papers on both sides
of the Atlantic miss no opportunity to
goad Google and Facebook on a regular
basis. However, behind the scenes negotiation is going on with Google and Facebook to persuade the US behemoths to
promote paid newspaper subscriptions
by bundling, because it’s their social duty
to counter the ghastliness of Trump’s
mendacity. Or something like that.

“Not a day passes without apocalyptic
wails against the internet. It promotes
paedophilia, grooming, bullying, harassment, trolling, humiliation, intrusion, false accusation and libel. It aids terrorism,
cyberwarfare, political lying, fake news,
state censorship, summary injustice. It enriches a tiny few, dodges taxes, respects no
borders and forces millions out of work.

At the The Financial Times the estimable
Rana Forooha is leading the charge
questioning Big Tech’s power and lack
of responsibility. She has been writing
brilliantly in recent months on tax, fake
news, monopoly and lack of corporate
responsibility.

The internet companies, while pretending
to be utilities not publishers, manipulate
and censor news. They see humans as algorithm factories, bundled for maximum
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advertising revenue. The “global village”
is no village at all, just trillions of zombie
consumers hard–wired to a handset. Who
on Earth thought it a good idea?”

We are at the stage where Big Tech can
no longer simply be a disruptor of older technologies and ways of working. It
cannot just “move fast and break things”
toddler–fashion, as Zuckerberg urged.
It has to grow up and accept responsibilities. They have to acknowledge the
affects of their activities – direct and indirect – and take responsibility for them.
Whether they like it or not, they are publishers, and have to accept the need
to curate and edit content. The adverse
impact on mental health of social media,
the continued threat of cyber–terrorism,
the exclusion of sections of society and
business (places and people) from digital
access and are all failures that the digital
community must face up to.

The end of Jenkin’s Guardian piece is the
customary, woeful request for funds via
donation of a fiver towards his stipend.
So what is Big Tech going to do about its
new status as Chief Villain, Public Enemy
Number One in both the US and Europe? The big tech mob is now past the
first flush of wide–eyed youth. It is moving awkwardly into adolescence – where others dare to question it and stand
in its way. Unless technology companies
face up to their responsibilities to society,
demonstrate that they are positive corporate citizens, they, as we have seen
with Uber most recently, face adverse
regulation to force them into line.

None of this is new in emerging and
transformative industries. We’ve been
here before in oil, in banking, in steel. As
Simon Jenkins says in his summing up,
“The internet is passing through the robber–baron phase of capitalism, as manufacturers did in the 19th century. Then,
as now, governments were too scared
to regulate companies, which grew big
and arrogant, and collapsed. I bet this
happens to the internet.”

Margrethe Vestager, the Competition
Commissioner at the EU has been on Big
Tech’s tail for years and is now achieving
some big wins. (Not that her fines make
much of a dent in the vast cash reserves
many tech companies hold offshore.) Tim
Cook of Apple may believe she talks “total
political crap” but his company’s behaviours and tax affairs are becoming popular targets for more than just Brussels
bureaucrats looking to make a name for
themselves.

MATTHEW.GWYTHER@JERICHOCHAMBERS.COM
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HACKING MASLOW
(IN SEARCH
OF HORIZONTAL
LEADERSHIP)

6.

Sam Conniff Allende
SAM CONNIFF ALLENDE IS A PARTNER AT JERICHO
CHAMBERS, CHIEF PURPOSE OFFICER AT LIVITY AND
CHAIR OF GENERATION CHANGE. SAM’S FIRST BOOK
BE MORE PIRATE IS OUT IN MAY 2018, PUBLISHED BY
PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE.
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As global leadership risks becoming an oxymoron, the
next generation are no longer looking up for inspiration.
What was once a vertical (or diagonal) perspective has
become horizontal as role–models of leadership have
shifted from figures you can’t touch, to peers you can
reach.
In mainstream leadership, original thought seems to
have (like so many Elvises) left the building, whilst our
thriving start–up, social enterprise, tech and creative
economies are defined by inventiveness. A paradox evidenced in recent news “Millennials ditch grad jobs to
found startups, 311k company directors under 30, up
from 295k two years ago”.
And when a left–wing outlier thought to be a relic is embraced by UK youth culture, as creatively as Grime4Corbyn, because he seems A) honest and B) to give a shit, it
shows A) what the next generation value and B) how far
up their own arses current leaders are lost.
As the imagination vacuum balloons at the top, a rush of
idealism draws in beneath, and while business and politics could recover from a lack of innovation and entrepreneurialism (they have before) alongside an absence
of optimism or empathy, the results are fatal.
Hope is critical, a lack of it conflicts with the ambitions
of the next generation; “Millennials want purpose over
paychecks”, “Gen Z want paths to careers and fulfilment”, say ranging op–eds from The Guardian to Forbes
demonstrating the Zeitgeist’s spectrum of awareness.
If you doubt this search for meaning, is truly meaningful then look to the alternatives capturing attention as
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Maslow charted human progress through a series of need states giving way to
the next on our way through life. Like all
good ideas that explain everything, it is
drawn as a triangle.

mainstream leadership eats itself; from
the meteoric rise of Soul Cycle, Spin classes with motivational preachers on the
mic’, through to the steep increase in
young women outing themselves as modern witches, finding an alternative spiritual answer to activism in spell–casting.

Ever since, we’ve accepted that once we
win at the game of life, it is time to think
beyond property, prosperity and security, and begin to be motivated by ideas of
morality, common good, being of consequence to the world, or, what many call
“giving back”

The establishment’s thinly–veiled self absorption holds no appeal to the bright
open–minded minds of the future who
want answers, ideas, self–determination
and self–actualisation.

But that’s the old paradigm, in the new
paradigm this could be the first generation who don’t arrive at a point of “giving
back” because they never “took” in the
first place.

And herein lies the clue; self–actualisation, the famous pinnacle of Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs. The locus of a thousand leadership books, essays and TEDx
talks and a recently re–proven mainstay
in our understanding of why we do what
we do, and what we’ll do next.

Therefore it’s time for Maslow’s OS upda-
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te for clues to unlock the new leadership we need.
There are two essential upgrades. First I’ve included Wi–
Fi and battery life to the base of the pyramid along with
food, shelter and warmth, because, like, durr.
Second, I’ve tipped the top of the triangle forwards, the
bit when we have our “Aha” moment and realise there’s
more to life than accumulating stuff. It is my conviction
that for the next generation of leaders, self–actualisation
now begins at the beginning.
I’ve worked with thousands of young future leaders across
countries and cultures over more than two decades.
Whether they are urban or rural, middle–class or marginalised, the importance of doing something that means
something absolutely now starts sooner.
The evolved state of self–actualisation has tipped so a
point begins alongside, and with shared significance to
other baseline needs, then inversely mirroring our tapering progress, the importance of meaning expands, until
it is an equal signifier of success.
The much–quoted Deloitte Millennials Survey supports
my Maslow Hack. Barry Salzberg, CEO of Deloitte states:
“Millennials are just as interested in how a business develops its people and its contribution to society as they
are in its products and profits. This should be an alarm to
business, in the way they engage Millennial talent or risk
being left behind.”
Rather than feel pessimistic at Etons Rifles peering from
the crumbling fort, I look forward to the next wave of leaders whose understanding of impact in a connected world isn’t just informed by decisions they have made, it now
informs the decisions they will make.
For them, it clearly matters to do something that means
something. Living and working without meaning renders
you redundant. Note to self Theresa May, et al – the idea
of “giving a shit” has gone from being a nice–to–have, to
being a need–to–have.
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This opinion by no means belongs exclusively to
the young, but as highlighted in the FT in October this year: “UK business leaders decry state of
capitalism, admitting management greed, corporate tax–dodging and investor short–termism
have left it in need of reform and modernisation.” … whilst the wokeness is welcome... no shit
Sherlock, keep up.
To find the ideas we need, perhaps the leaders
we have should stop looking up too, and instead
look amongst the leaders of tomorrow, where
they’ll find the answers they need.
I imagine some of you might think the idea that
the future leaders amongst our young have
more to offer than the current crop is a stretch
too far. But if that is you, then I promise, it’s more
an issue of your own imagination gap, than it is
of their talent gap.

SAM.CONNIFF@JERICHOCHAMBERS.COM
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A NEW
BANKING
DEMOCRACY

7.

Jules Peck
JULES PECK IS A PARTNER AT JERICHO CHAMBERS AND
DIRECTOR OF THE B TEAM’S GREAT TRANSFORMATION
COLLABORATIVE. HE IS A TRUSTEE OF THE NEW
ECONOMICS FOUNDATION; CONVENER OF THE REAL
ECONOMY LAB; AND A DIRECTOR OF THE HAPPY CITY
MOVEMENT.
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You can’t avoid banker jokes these days.
Apparently hospitals are reporting that
the hearts of bankers are in strong demand by transplant patients – because
they’ve never been used. And the Post
Office has had to recall a series of stamps
depicting famous bankers because people were confused about which side to
spit on.
The problem with banker jokes is that
bankers don’t think they’re funny – and
normal people don’t think they’re jokes.
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The UK does not (yet) have customer–owned, mission–led,
sustainability–orientated, regionally–focussed banks.

Why are we all banker bashing?
Banking is in trouble: low levels of trust,
the failure to serve low–income customers and SMEs, ignoring or worsening
sustainable development, and swallowing
public bailouts given on the assumption
the industry is too big to fail. It can’t be
much fun to introduce yourself as a banker these days.

structures in the rest of Europe.
Thirdly, the UK does not have any
forward–thinking banks, genuinely interested in helping to create a more sustainable form of prosperity, based on
regional, decentralised and ethical forms
of energy, transport, food, farming and
housing.

Within the current UK banking scene there are a series of key issues to resolve.
These are trust, banking the “unbanked”,
and sustainable development.

In continental Europe a host of community and state–owned banks like the Landesbanken, JAK Medlemsbank, agricultural
co–operative banks, and the Mondragon
Caja Laboral, all serve such needs. But,
in comparison, the UK is a neoliberal
winner–takes–all desert.

By definition, trust ought to form an integral part of banking. Yet it’s one of the
last things to spring to mind when describing banking’s key characteristics. A
recent online survey of 35,000 people by
the Reputation Institute found the UK’s
trust in banking has only just returned to
pre–Northern Rock levels. Hardly surprising when the UK’s “big four” banks have
accrued £66bn in misconduct fines and
charges since 2011.

Unlike all these countries across Europe,
where co–op banks are thriving, and places like Canada and the US, the UK does
not have (and in fact has never had), any
customer–owned, mission–led, sustainability–orientated, regionally–focused banks.
But the monopoly of the UK’s big mainstream banks is drawing to a close.
Thanks to 2014’s Co–operative and
Community Benefit Societies Act, co–
operatives can now legally trade as banks.

The second issue surrounds ‘the unbanked’ – those whose needs just aren’t
served by the big banks. There are over
1.7m people in the UK without a bank account. Banking services catering for the
needs of SMEs are also shockingly poor
in the UK, especially when compared to
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Building community wealth and
mutual trust
This new Act has kick–started an imaginative leap for banking, ushering in alternative banking models to the UK economy.

My vision is that banks, like the one we
are founding, can play a key role in being
anchor–institutions for a Commons Transition in regional and national economics,
away from our current system of “socialism for the rich and capitalism for the
poor” to a participative economic democracy where we are all vested and invested in our future.

One example of this is the Community
Savings Bank Association (CSBA). Set up
by a group of innovators with over 150
years banking experience between them,
the CSBA developed “community banks
in a box”, supported by the RSA and a
host of individuals, giving groups and individuals frameworks for setting up their
own banks.

The bank, catering for communities in
Bristol, Bath, Wiltshire, Somerset and
Gloucestershire, Avon Mutual, will be
taking local savings and using them to
create local loans. The model serves
the everyday financial needs of ordinary
citizens, local community groups, and
small and medium sized companies.
Every member gets a vote to influence
how we will operate. These and other
banks will become key anchor institutions in shifting our region’s economy to
a “new economy”, focused on promoting
sustainable and equitable prosperity on
a tangible, regional basis.

Their vision of regionally–focused, mission–led Community Banks are set to disrupt the banking sector and put sustainable development, people and planet,
back at the heart of the UK investment
sector.
In my work as Research Fellow with the
Washington DC Democracy Collaborative’s Next System Project, I’ve been lucky
to see how socialised forms of banking
can be the lynchpin to the development of
“new economy” systems. These are already emerging in places like Emilia Romagna, where the social economy equates
to 50% of the economy, and the $40bn
strong Quebec Social Economy. This has
inspired me to join the CSBA effort and
start a community bank where I live.

We hope our bank will be part of kick–
starting a wider movement across the
whole UK – an imaginative leap towards
community–owned banking, played out
on a wide scale. As the saying goes, if you
can’t beat them (the banks), join them…
and then beat them.

JULES.PECK@JERICHOCHAMBERS.COM
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The digital revolution sweeping through journalism is generally reckoned to be driven by its technology exclusively,
led by visionaries who are democratising the trade by carrying it out of our old temples on tablets (and mobiles) to be
given to the people. Meanwhile, in the alternative meaning
of the word, there are plenty who reckon that newspapers
are indeed revolting. From the celebrity–driven Hacked Off
campaign for greater protection and privacy, to politicians
from right or left who attack their journalistic inquisitors,
to straightforward members of the public who believe that
the practices of the press are base and disreputable. Witness the nadir of journalism in the phone–hacking scandal.
And from newspaper editors doing the bidding of their
proprietors (or simply drunk on their own political doctrine), to celebrity broadcast interviewers parading their own
skills in performative arts over any illustrative answers from
their interviewees, journalists have formed their own rogue state, arrogant in the exercise of their power and contemptuous of any challenge to it. So the argument goes.
It may be that what journalism needs is not so much a revolution – or, rather, the revolution is one that is confined
to technology in the channels of distribution – so much as
a reformation. In this model, journalism’s original mission
has degenerated into self–interest, preservation of its status quo and the self–indulgence of its senior figures and
owners.
The analogy with the Reformation, whose 500th anniversary we’re commemorating this month, isn’t grandiose.
Today’s media empires arguably sell indulgences to over–
exposed celebrities and appoint editors who will simply
perform the will of their patrons. It’s a form of latterday
simony: The selling of privileged ecclesiastical positions replaced with the Faustian pact between owner and editor,
through which the price of preferment is the journalist’s
journalistic soul.
The comparison with the Reformation can be over–
stretched. Today’s British journalism has no equivalence
with a “break with Rome”. There is no centralised, cor-
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rupt authority – and no figure, happily, claiming infallibility
through divinely appointed apostolic succession. Not yet,
anyway. And the bottom line is that journalism isn’t a religion – heroic members of the profession have died in its
cause, but not (so far as we know) fighting other journalists, whom they believe to be working for heretical titles,
or for the devil. To be clear: They may think some of their
competitor journalists work for the devil, but they remain –
at the time of writing – unlikely to burn them alive.
Yet in other respects the comparison holds firm. Journalism is political, not simply in its divisions by party allegiance,
but in its internal as well as external exercises of power,
patronage and preferment. (It might be argued that it is religious too, in that it has its own belief systems, its dogmas
and doctrines, its icons, its holy places and its zealots).
Journalism has a place – and a vital one at that – in the prevailing polity in which it operates: “Speaking truth to power”
usually covers it. Journalism, either practised by the individual citizen through the web or under the auspice of one
of the brands of the MSM, not only has a role but is a necessary component of a working democracy.
If its place has been derogated from that social fabric, then
a reformed tradition needs to be established to take it
forward. It’s important to stress that the Reformation wasn’t about regulations and codes of practice. It was about a
way of being, about living an authentic life (and of course,
for many, dying an authentic death). And it’s reasonable to
suppose that journalism needs a reformed tradition, as it
emerges from a period of abuse and corruption, and seeks
to re–establish its authenticity – not least so that it burns
with pride again in the hearts and minds of those who
practice it. We might also look at some of the characteristics that a Media Reformation should adopt.
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DISSENT − The dissenting voice says: This
isn’t good enough – it doesn’t have to be
like this. Journalists tend to be well–suited
metabolically to dissent, for at its root lies
scepticism and inquiry and a sense that
the common good isn’t best served by
the vested interest of an establishment. It
may be dissent from prevailing managerial nostrums that commerce is king, that
clickbait is the only way to prosperity, that
Facebook and Google are just platforms
and not publishers, that newsprint is
dead and that readers are idiots. Overall,
it’s dissent from the view that journalism,
as we’ve known it, is over.

DECLARATION − Martin Luther is said
to have nailed his 95 theses to the door
of Wittenberg church. We may need no
such drama, but it’s as well that our journalism knows what it is meant to be, what
it looks like at its best and, vitally, what it
is not. Such declaration might consist of
re–affirming the mission to inform, analyse and entertain; to expose wrongdoing
and reveal malpractice; to scrutinise political and economic policy and to hold the
rich and powerful to account; to support
and promote justice, both social and in
the rule of law; to make known the unknown and to say the unsayable; to speak
the truth, so far as we understand it, and
to serve the common good.

HERESY − Conventional wisdom has it
that print journalism is either dead or
dying; that journalism isn’t and can’t be
as good as it used to be; that advertising
revenues have been irretrievably lost
to social media; that “traffic” is the only
meaningful commercial measure of online journalism; that journalism, by its nature, is poorly paid; that fake news is an
irresistible component of contemporary
journalism; that online readers have no
brand loyalty; that there is no such thing
as independent journalism. These are all
shibboleths to be challenged. To speak
a noble heresy against them is to be an
active participant in reformed journalism.
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FUNDAMENTALISM − It has understandably garnered a poor reputation in
comparative religion, being associated
with those movements that have politicised, militarised and radicalised their faith
systems, invariably as a consequence of
perceived fears that their particular culture is under threat from external forces.
But to be fundamentalist can enjoy the
more generous and positive interpretation of adhering strictly to one’s principles and disciplines (not to mention
beliefs). And some things don’t change
in journalism: The search for the story;
breaking stories readers haven’t known
about; moving the story on; leading thought, opinion–forming, setting the agenda.

JUSTIFICATION − To be justified was to
mean, at the Reformation, to need no
further validation. The faithful were, in
Luther’s central tenet, justified “by faith
alone”. There was no intermediate licensing authority, no earthly institution whose approval of one’s religion needed to
be sought, whatever the Church might
claim for itself. It offers a parable for our
times. Journalism needs no validation, no
external authority. It simply is. It follows
that it doesn’t need a state regulator – indeed, that would compromise the nature
of its existence. Journalism is justified by
its faith (in itself) alone.

At its heart, journalism has within it the capacity for reform to meet future challenges,
whether from a technological revolution or from its own desire to clean up its act. And
journalism must act to reform itself, before any external authority moves to do so on
its behalf. There’s a lot at stake – and we don’t want to be burnt at it.

MAIL@GEORGEPITCHER.COM
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CREATION
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CHAMBERS AND CHAIR OF COMPASS. IN
WRITING THIS HE WAS GREATLY INFLUENCED
BY READING FUTURABILITY: THE AGE OF
IMPOTENCE AND THE HORIZON OF POSSIBILITY,
BY FRANCO ‘BIFO’ BERARDI, (VERSO, 2017)
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A Global Mind would enable us to soak up as much knowledge and
wisdom as we can bear, and to make decisions and act on them in
ways that considered the whole planet and every citizen on it.

But is something magical emerging? Back
to the futurism of Berardi we get the ideas that “the geographical model of the
nation state is no longer able to explain
the daily business of life. A new model of
interpretation is needed, and it must be
based on the digital technological transformation.”

As the Chinese proverb says, “you can’t
leap a chasm in two bounds”. So if one
will have to do, what should it be? I want
to leap to proportional representation so
that everyone’s voice is heard, and to a
universal basic income so that everyone
has the resources to make the most of
their lives. But the biggest leap I can think
of is towards the creation of the Global
Mind.

Building off the Marxist idea of the general intellect, and concepts such as Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, in which the
final state is one of cosmic empathy for
our fellow human beings, is the networked society of the 21st century creating
the basis for a shared consciousness
amongst global citizens? It’s too early to
tell, but the advances in technology and
our ability to know and see everything –
and act in concert with others through
digital networks opens up the possibility
of this Global Mind. Just as the factories
produced a working–class consciousness, the networked society holds out
the possibility of a shared global or universal consciousness.

In a world in which technology, the movement of people, finance and environmental degradation have all gone global,
human thinking and action has stayed
stubbornly local, national and regional at
best. This inevitably leads to despair at
the impossibility of us taking control of
our lives and our society. As Italian futurist Franco Berardi writes, “recent waves
of rebellion have proven unable to focus
their struggles against a physical centre
of financial domination because a physical centre does not exist.”
Of course international institutions like
the EU, the UN and myriad others exist
but there is no global agora (public realm) to create an effective debate and no
global democracy that allows us to ‘take
back control’. There I said it.

Kevin Kelly, founder of Wired magazine
has written: “There is a sense in which a
global mind emerges in a networked culture. The global mind is the union of com-
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puter and nature, of telephones and human minds and more. It is a complexity
of indeterminate shape governed by an
invisible hand of its own.”

shift in the human condition is necessary,
it is not inevitable. Those that can’t yet
put purpose before profit will try to privatise and commercialise the emerging
society of networks, and the big data and
algorithms that are features of it, to sell
us things we didn’t know we wanted, with
money we don’t have, to impress people
we don’t know (Ref. Fight Club) – without
us even knowing what is going on.

The Global Mind would allow us to think
and act beyond out physical limitations.
It would enable us to soak up as much
knowledge and wisdom as we can bear
and to make decisions and act on them
in ways that considered the whole planet
and every citizen on it. A Global Mind allows us to become a sum far greater than
our parts.

Quoting Berardi for the last time: “Building a common consciousness and spreading the consciousness of a possible
social solidarity among neuro–workers is
the task for the next decade, and the ethical awakening of millions of engineers,
artists and scientist is the only chance of
averting a frightening regression, whose
contours we are already glimpsing.”

The Global Mind isn’t going to come into
being simply through state or corporate
action, but through a rich and complex
eco–system of both, plus civil society
establishing the reach and the culture for
this to happen. While such a paradigm

NEAL.LAWSON@JERICHOCHAMBERS.COM
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